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ABSTRACT
Geographical surveys of genetic variation provide an indirect means of tracing movements made between marine populations by larvae and other propagules. Genetic markers can provide strong evidence that populations are closed (self-recruiting) because genetic differentiation is highly sensitive to migration. However, inferences based on genetic data must necessarily be based on models that make assumptions concerning inheritance, selective neutrality of markers, and equilibrium between genetic drift, migration,
and mutation. We briefly introduce the types of genetic markers that can be used to infer
demographic connections between populations and the forces causing evolutionary
changes in these markers, and then we outline six patterns revealed by geographic surveys of genetic markers in marine species. Four of these patterns represent the possible
combinations of high or low migration rates and large or small effective population sizes;
two others are due to history and natural selection. Future genetic surveys should include
more detailed spatial and temporal sampling and employ analyses of DNA sequence data
that can reveal the signatures of natural selection and historical changes.

Given the vast size of the ocean and the small size of most marine propagules, determining whether propagules settle away from their natal site or close to their parents can
be a daunting task. Successful migrants should leave a genetic trail of their movements,
offering an indirect means of estimating population connectivity. Genes are also recombined and passed through multiple generations, however, so the genotype of a larva cannot indicate its origin in the same direct way as a physical tag (Hedgecock, 1994a). Instead, the geographic distribution of genetic markers must be interpreted using population genetic models (Neigel, 1997; Waples, 1998). Clear interpretation of population genetic data, then, requires understanding and acknowledging the powers and pitfalls of
these models.
Here, we summarize how geographic patterns of genetic variation can be used to estimate the degree to which marine populations are closed or open. Our intended audience
is the marine biologist who is new to genetic approaches to population biology; more
detailed reviews can be found in Palumbi (1994) and Grosberg and Cunningham (2001).
We begin by briefly categorizing the types of genetic markers that can be employed as
population markers, the forces affecting their evolution, and the general models of population genetic structure that provide the framework for the interpretation of data. Next,
we outline six patterns seen repeatedly in geographic surveys of genetic variation among
marine populations, along with examples and possible underlying mechanisms for each.
Finally, we discuss instances where patterns appear to conflict and point to future research that might both resolve these conflicts, and provide greater insights into the degree
of connection between marine populations.
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TYPES OF GENETIC MARKERS
To be potentially useful for inferring whether or not populations are closed, a genetic
marker must vary intraspecifically and have a known means of inheritance. Finding that
two distant populations share a single fixed allele provides no information about movement between populations, but a shared frequency of, say, 0.5 suggests that some force of
genetic homogenization, perhaps gene flow, acts on the marker. Well-developed theoretical backgrounds facilitate the interpretation of both codominant nuclear markers and
maternally transmitted mitochondrial DNA; dominant markers (such as RAPDs) cannot
be simply interpreted in a population context (see Sunnucks, 1999). In addition, safeguards such as Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium cannot be employed to flag dominant markers behaving in non-Mendelian fashion. While dominant markers may prove valuable in
some instances (e.g., identification of clones, paternity exclusion), we will not consider
them here. Other factors worth considering when choosing a genetic marker include: the
expense and time required to survey a sufficient number of populations and individuals to
resolve the question of interest, the quantity and quality of sample tissue needed to obtain
individual genotypes, and the likelihood that a chosen marker might be subject to strong
evolutionary forces other than genetic drift and gene flow (i.e., selection).
ALLOZYMES.—Allozymes are products of alternative alleles of a particular enzyme locus that have different electrophoretic mobilities. To score this variation, protein
homogenates are separated by an electric field within a support matrix (starch, acrylamide,
or cellulose acetate). After separation, the locations of different allozymes are revealed
biochemically by using the catalytic activity of the enzyme to produce visible bands.
With a few notable exceptions (mainly esterases and peptidases), the vast majority of
allozymes exhibit codominant Mendelian inheritance. Thus, resulting genotype frequency
data fit easily into classical population genetic models. Screening for variation is a trialand-error process but, aside from costs associated with disposal of toxic stains, it is relatively inexpensive.
Allozymes reveal a limited proportion of the total variation in the DNA sequence at the
encoding locus: only amino acid-changing substitutions that alter charge density are detected. These amino acid alterations might also be subject to natural selection, as suggested by some detailed studies of particular allozymes (see Geographic Clines below).
Because the visualization of allozyme bands requires active enzyme, samples must be
kept alive or frozen before scoring.
MITOCHONDRIAL DNA.—Mitochondria carry their own DNA (mtDNA). In animals, offspring usually receive mtDNA only from their mother (although some bivalves are exceptional; see Hoeh et al., 1991) and the mitochondrial genome does not usually recombine. MtDNA thus provides a clonally inherited marker that traces maternal lineage. Distinct mtDNA sequences are referred to as haplotypes rather than alleles, because mtDNA
is inherited as a single non-recombining unit.
Variation in mtDNA was first surveyed using restriction analysis of centrifugally isolated whole mtDNA. Over the last decade, phylogenetically conserved primers have been
developed to amplify several regions of the mitochondrial genome using the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR, see Palumbi, 1996). Variation within this amplified fragment can
then be assayed by digestion with restriction enzymes or by direct DNA sequencing.
PCR-based markers offer one practical advantage over allozymes: DNA (unlike most
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enzymes) is stable at ambient temperatures once tissue has been dehydrated with salts or
alcohol.
Although the frequencies of mtDNA haplotypes fit classical population genetic models
developed for haploid systems, they are more profitably analyzed using methods adapted
from phylogenetic systematics. These genealogical models may offer important insights
into population history that frequency-based models cannot (Avise, 2000).
MICROSATELLITES.—Microsatellites are tandem repeats of 2–10 base pair nucleotide
motifs. Microsatellite loci are often highly variable with respect to the number of these
small repeats, so allelic variation can be surveyed as size polymorphisms, which can be
scored relatively cheaply and quickly. Microsatellite loci combine the advantages of
high polymorphism and multiple independently segregating loci, however they are not
without drawbacks. Aside from complications with interpreting allele size, some trinucleotide repeats are coding (and thus subject to selection at the protein level) and, as with
any nuclear gene, duplications can confuse the assumption of codominant Mendelian
inheritance.
NUCLEAR SEQUENCES.—DNA sequences from genes encoded in the nucleus potentially
offer the benefits of both allozymes and mtDNA. Like allozymes, codominant Mendelian
inheritance can generally be assumed and as such the data fit well into classical population genetic models. Like mtDNA, nuclear sequences allow relationships between alleles
to be inferred, gene regions can be amplified using the PCR, and restriction analysis can
be used to assay some variation. However, because PCR amplifies both alleles of heterozygous individuals, diploid genes generally cannot be sequenced directly as PCR products. For example, if two alleles differed by a single insertion/deletion, all sites after such
a mutation would be overlaid but offset, resulting in unreadable sequence. Even if all
variation consisted of single-site polymorphisms, substitutions could not be assigned to
one allele or the other. Many nuclear genes are duplicated, so alleles from different loci
might be simultaneously amplified and later confounded. Much non-coding DNA likewise occurs at high copy number. Finally, nuclear genes can recombine, potentially fusing sequences with different histories and complicating genealogical approaches to estimating gene flow.
FORCES ACTING ON GENETIC MARKERS
GENETIC DRIFT.—In a randomly mating population of infinite size, the frequencies of
genes unaffected by selection would not change over time. However, in a finite population, allele frequencies will vary due to chance sampling events. The intensity of genetic
drift varies inversely with the number of breeding individuals in a population. As a result,
mtDNA markers (passed on as single copies only by females) drift more rapidly than
nuclear markers (Birky et al., 1989). The time required for all but one allele to be lost
from a population as a result of drift is likewise inversely related to the effective population size.
The high population densities and large geographic ranges of many marine species
would seem to suggest that drift is inconsequential in the sea. However, the effects of
drift hinge not on the total number of individuals in the population (the census size), but
on the effective population size, roughly, the number of individuals that actually contribute genetically to the next generation. Thanks to the vagaries of spawning success and
pelagic larval survival, effective population size may be only a small fraction of census
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population size in many free-spawning marine organisms (see Chaotic Genetic Patchiness below). Furthermore, the harmonic mean of the effective population size averaged
over generations determines the degree of drift in populations of variable size, so even a
few bouts of depressed population size could dramatically lower effective population
size.
GENE FLOW.—In theory, gene flow is the number of migrants between populations each
generation; exactly the number that interests ecologists studying connectivity in marine
populations. Standard population genetic models do not estimate migration rates directly,
but rather as Nem, the product of the proportion of individuals migrating each generation
(m) and the effective population size (Ne). Only those migrants that successfully breed
after migration contribute to gene flow; those selected against or failing by chance to
reproduce are invisible to inferences made with genetic techniques.
MUTATION.—The rate of mutation (m) may have a substantial impact on estimators of
population structure and levels of gene flow. At one extreme, low mutation rates may
limit the variation of markers. At the other, high mutation rates may cause alleles to
mutate before ever leaving the population where they originated, a real possibility for
some microsatellite markers (Neigel, 1997; Hedrick, 1999). Generally, high mutation
rates (m approaching m) will lead to overestimates of m in frequency-based methods
(Slatkin, 1995; Neigel, 1997), leading to the conclusion that connectivity is greater than
is actually the case. This is because estimates of genetic subdivision are based on the
average difference between individuals in different populations divided by the average
difference between individuals within the same populations. At high mutation rates, the
differences in alleles (or nucleotides) begin to saturate, and this more strongly underestimates the number of mutational differences between individuals in different populations
compared to the differences between individuals in the same population. The result is a
bias that makes different populations look more similar. If the between-population differences were not normalized by within-population differences, this problem would not occur, and higher mutation rates would lead to more (absolute, not relative) differences
between populations.
SELECTION.—The unfortunate truth is that most patterns of geographic genetic variation
could be explained by some scenario involving selection acting either directly on the
markers in question or on genetically linked sites. Selection for different alleles in different populations could increase apparent differentiation. Selective sweeps (where one globally favored variant takes over an entire range) or stabilizing selection (where the same
selected genotypes are favored over a wide range) could enforce homogeneity, misleadingly suggesting high levels of connectivity. These sobering truths should trigger caution, but need not result in despair. A growing battery of tests can be employed to detect
selection (Skibinski, 2000). Simulations show that under certain conditions selection has
a limited effect on estimates of gene flow (Slatkin and Barton, 1989). Selection should
act independently on unlinked loci, so utilizing a broad arsenal of markers is the best way
to confront difficulties posed by this force.
HISTORY.—As with selection, ignoring the vestiges of history when interpreting genetic
data can be misleading. The estimation of many population genetic statistics (such as FST,
see Neigel, 1997) rests on the assumption of an equilibrium between processes, some of
which (such as genetic drift) may proceed very slowly in large populations. A common
scenario where history could bias inference about population connectedness involves
recolonization after local population extinction. A recolonized population will, for a time,
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be genetically similar to the population that served as the source of recolonizing propagules.
The time required to return to equilibrium levels of differentiation following such a demographic perturbation is inversely proportional to the migration rate between populations. As a result, historical changes tend to exert a one-way bias on estimates of population connectedness: species with limited dispersal potential will carry the mark of history
for a longer period of time than broad dispersers. Consequently, genetic approaches will
tend to overestimate gene flow between recolonized populations and their sources. More
generally, nonequilibrium between gene flow and drift can result in disagreement between patterns of connectedness inferred indirectly from genetic markers and patterns
predicted by present-day current patterns (Benzie and Williams, 1997) or based on direct
ecological observations of settlement (Gaines and Bertness, 1992; Brown et al., 2001).
MODELS OF POPULATION STRUCTURE
GEOGRAPHY.—Most applications of genetic data to population questions have used Sewall
Wright’s island model to relate the geography of gene frequency variation to levels of
gene flow (Neigel, 1997). In the island model, all populations are linked by equal levels
of gene flow, with a proportion of migrants (m) every generation. Differences between
populations are all assumed to reflect the same parameter and thus are pooled as replicates to provide a single estimate with low variance. Island models may be appropriate in
two-population cases, or in describing equally-spaced oceanic islands, but probably do
not describe most real population structures (especially those along coastlines) very well.
The most commonly considered alternative to the island model is the stepping stone
model (Slatkin, 1993), in which only adjacent populations exchange migrants. In such
circumstances, there is a distinct geography, and populations that are closer are linked by
larger amounts of genetic exchange. This seems to reflect the organization of many coastal
marine species more accurately, in which dispersal between localities is often related to
geographic distance.
IDENTITY.—Ultimately, conclusions about levels of connectedness between populations
are based on the genetic similarity of those populations. Different types of genetic data
allow similarity to be assessed and measured in different ways. In frequency-based models, levels of gene flow are estimated as an inverse function of FST, which summarizes
departures of heterozygosity from expectations for freely interbreeding populations
(Neigel, 1997). There can be no degrees of similarity between variants (e.g., similarity of
sequences), only degrees of similarity between frequencies of these variants in populations. These models have been applied most often to allozyme data.
While the frequencies of different genetic types can also figure into sequence-based
models, these data (usually mtDNA sequences) can also provide information about the
genealogical relationships of alleles. These models are not so heavily dependent on assumptions of equilibrium as frequency-based models, and as a result are far better for
teasing out the effects of history from ongoing gene flow (Wakeley, 1996; Nielsen and
Slatkin, 2000).
Models for analyzing microsatellites tend to straddle frequency- and sequence-based
approaches. Frequency-based analyses can be applied, but similar-sized alleles are probably closely related due to the stepwise mutations that produce most new microsatellites.
FST estimates that take this mutation process into account have been developed (Goldstein
et al., 1995; Slatkin, 1995).
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Figure 1 Combinations of migration rate (m) and effective population size (Ne) most favorable to
five described patterns. Historical effects must also be considered, especially for low migration
rates; see text.

SIX PATTERNS OF GENETIC DIFFERENTIATION
Different patterns of geographic genetic differentiation evolve based on the magnitude
of the migration rate (m) and the effective population size (Ne) (Fig. 1). Populations can
be completely closed (all recruits from within) when Nem is small, or completely open
(all recruits from other populations) when Nem is large. Between these two extremes of
dispersal, populations may show gradually reduced genetic similarity with increasing
geographical isolation owing to restricted dispersal (stepping stone gene flow). More
detailed temporal sampling may reveal that apparently open populations actually consist
of mixed cohorts recruited from a relatively small number of breeding adults. In rare
cases, selection on the markers themselves (especially allozymes) may override the forces
of ongoing gene flow and drift. Finally, historical effects must always be taken into account, especially when m is small and Ne is large.
CLOSED POPULATIONS.—The primary genetic signature of a closed population is its persistent genetic differentiation from other conspecific populations. The extent of this differentiation will depend on the combined action of mutation, drift, migration, and selection and their interplay with time and population size. When gene flow between two
populations ceases, drift and selection will initially play the greatest role in differentiation by acting on extant genetic variation. In time, mutations will result in the appearance
of ‘private’ alleles, i.e., genetic variants that only occur in the population in which they
originated. In the absence of gene flow, such alleles may reach high frequency (via drift
or selection) in one population without ever appearing in others (Slatkin, 1985). Phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes can also provide signals of population closure. In
the absence of gene flow, new alleles arise from those already extant within the population, producing a pattern where the most similar haplotypes are distributed within (rather
than between) populations. Given sufficient time and continued self-recruitment, a pat-
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tern of reciprocal monophyly, whereby all alleles in each population are more closely
related to each other than to those from any foreign population, will eventually result
(Cunningham and Collins, 1998). Finally, although persistent genetic differentiation may
suggest closure, it is not sufficient to demonstrate closure. Selection may favor different
genotypes in different geographic locales, so population differentiation at some loci may
persist in the face of significant gene flow (see the Lap example from Mytilus edulis in
Geographic Clines, below).
One marine species characterized by closed populations is the tidepool copepod
Tigriopus californicus. Sharp genetic differentiation is common between neighboring T.
californicus populations despite its free-swimming life style within high intertidal splash
pools (Burton and Feldman, 1981; Burton and Lee, 1994). Allelic frequency differences
among populations have been shown to be stable over a period of 18 yrs, corresponding
to approximately 200 generations (Burton, 1997). Such differentiation of local populations is probably not uncommon among taxa that lack pelagic development (e.g., the
amphipod Excirolana braziliensis: Lessios et al., 1994; gastropods with crawl-away larvae: Hoskin, 1997).
Organisms exhibiting strong natal philopatry may also have closed populations. Tagged
female green turtles (Chelonia mydas) show strong nest site fidelity despite broad foraging ranges. The genetic consequences of this fidelity are evident in fixed or nearly fixed
mtDNA haplotype differences between most rookeries (Bowen et al., 1992). Nesbo et al.
(2000) found genetic differences between different eastern Atlantic spawning stocks of
Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus), even after trans-Atlantic samples of non-spawning adults had failed to reveal differentiation.
Closure may also be more common than we currently assume in species possessing
pelagic larval stages. Jiang et al. (1995) found fixed differences in mitochondrial DNA
haplotypes between neighboring populations (35 km apart) of Taiwanese abalone (Haliotis
diversicolor), a species with a 4–10 d pelagic larval life. Near-reciprocal monophyly of
mtDNA haplotypes has also been reported for populations of fish with moderate (2–3
wks) pelagic larval periods separated by only 100–200 km (Riginos and Nachman, 2001).
Analyses of temporal stability of allelic frequencies can provide the heightened sensitivity needed to detect more subtle genetic signatures. For example, although Lewis and
Thorpe (1994) found that allozyme differentiation among populations of the queen scallop, Aequipecten opercularis, was not pronounced, similar allelic frequency differences
were apparent across all four year classes studied. Such temporal stability of subtle differentiation would not be expected under a regime of extensive dispersal; Lewis and
Thorpe (1994) suggest that the populations were self-recruiting despite a pelagic larval
duration of up to several weeks. Such temporal analyses have been underutilized in studies of the genetic structure of marine organisms.
ABRUPT GENETIC CHANGE AT A GEOGRAPHICAL BARRIER.—A phylogeographic break can
be defined as the coincidence of a genealogical divide and a geographic barrier (category
I of Avise et al., 1987). Such a pattern should result when a barrier sunders a species’
range and subsequent gene flow has been limited for a sufficient time for alleles in each
population to drift to fixation of alternate alleles or reciprocal monophyly. MtDNA sequences can define this pattern more clearly than nuclear markers because their smaller
effective population size means divided populations will drift to reciprocal monophyly
more quickly (Birky et al., 1989).
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The best-studied marine phylogeographic break occurs at Cape Canaveral on the eastern coast of Florida. Several marine invertebrates and teleost fish show concordant change
in mtDNA RFLPs at this break, most notably the oyster Crassostrea virginica (Reeb and
Avise, 1990). This latter result is quite surprising, given the oyster’s pelagic larvae and an
allozyme survey (Buroker, 1983) that did not show abrupt change at Cape Canaveral.
Similar concordance between a classically recognized biogeographic boundary and intraspecific genealogy also appears in the Indo-Australian archipelago (Lavery et al., 1995;
Williams and Benzie, 1998).
The persistence of strong phylogeographic breaks in species with pelagic larvae implies that little gene flow is realized across biogeographic barriers; thus populations to
either side may be closed with respect to one another. However, inferring that populations separated by similar distances elsewhere in a species’ range are likewise closed
would be an unwarranted extrapolation, as biogeographic boundaries are by definition
atypical. Given that the time to achieve reciprocal monophyly is long when the effective
population size is large, populations to either side of the barrier may even be cryptically
reproductively isolated species.
Not all large scale surveys of genetic variation in marine populations employ mtDNA
sequences, and only a subset of mtDNA surveys reveal reciprocally monophyletic populations. We can define a geographic genetic break as any abrupt change in genetic similarity that coincides with a past or present biogeographical barrier. Such breaks can be
detected as changes in not only genealogical history as inferred by mtDNA sequences,
but also by changes in gene frequencies or genetic diversity between populations. This
expanded definition allows non-genealogical data to point to possible phylogeographic
breaks (see Ayre et al., 1991; Billingham and Ayre, 1996 for possible allozyme examples
in eastern Australia).
More broadly, this definition embraces a variety of patterns of population relationships
that result from the interplay of divergence due to past barriers and similarity owing to
subsequent recolonization and gene flow. One such pattern results when a barrier marked
the endpoint of a species’ range in the past. As conditions changed, colonizing propagules
could pass this endpoint and establish populations in previously vacant regions. If only a
limited number of propagules initially crossed the former barrier, and subsequent gene
flow has been limited, such recolonized populations should exhibit a genetic signature of
population expansion in the form of low heterozygosity and a high degree of relatedness
both to other recolonized populations and the propagule source population. The gastropod Acanthinucella spirata provides an example: subdivided and variable populations
from southern California contrast markedly with populations from north of the presentday biogeographic barrier at Point Conception, which are nearly fixed for a single mtDNA
haplotype (Hellberg et al., 2001).
Such patterns of past range expansion can also provide information on the magnitude
and direction of gene flow since the barrier’s demise. For example, populations in the
Black Sea have been repeatedly isolated from the greater Mediterranean Sea due to Pleistocene climatic changes. However, genetic mixture between populations of anchovy
(Engraulis encrasicolus) during times of connection appears to be highly unidirectional;
the ‘Black Sea’ clade occurs at frequencies near 40% throughout much of the Mediterranean, but the ancestral ‘Mediterranean’ clade is nearly completely absent from the Black
Sea (Magoulas et al., 1996). This implies that Black Sea populations may serve as sources
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for some Mediterranean populations (especially nearby Aegean populations), but must
be closed to recruitment from other populations.
In short, abrupt genetic changes may provide insights into recruitment patterns under
special circumstances, but usually owe more to past extinctions and recolonizations than
to ongoing patterns of gene flow (Cunningham and Collins, 1998). Even such historical
interpretations should be made only with some independent corroboration (e.g., concordant patterns between species or markers, fossil evidence) since even randomly generated lineages may exhibit apparent phylogeographic breaks (Neigel and Avise, 1986).
GEOGRAPHIC CLINES.—A cline may be defined as a consistent and progressive change in
gene frequencies along a geographic axis. In contrast, phylogeographic breaks are abrupt
rather than progressive, and the patterns caused by spatially restricted gene flow (including isolation by distance) are characterized by a random pattern of allele frequency changes.
Clines may be generated either when selection acts in opposite directions at the ends of a
geographic range (primary differentiation), or by secondary intergradation between genetically divergent populations (Endler, 1977).
Regardless of their cause, the presence of clines in marine species suggests that gene
flow is not always the most powerful force acting on allele frequencies. Primary clinal
variation demonstrates that selection may be strong enough to overcome even high rates
of migration. In the blue mussel, Mytilus edulis, an ‘oceanic’ allele of the leucine aminopeptidase (Lap) locus confers high enzymatic activity in high salinity environments
(Koehn and Siebenaller, 1981), but can lead to a lethal depletion of nitrogen reserves
during the stressful autumn season (Hilbish and Koehn, 1985). As a result, the oceanic
allele is disadvantageous in low salinity environments, and frequencies of this allele decline from the mouth of Long Island Sound to its head. The oceanic allele is common
among newly recruited individuals (Koehn et al. 1980, Hilbish, 1985); a progressive reduction in frequency within each cohort establishes the low frequencies characteristic of
adult populations in low salinity environments each generation. This form of habitatassociated selection may increase the closure of a marine population if it favors recruits
that have returned to their parental population.
The recognition that history has played an important role in establishing the clines has
helped to change the view that in marine systems gene flow is strong enough to homogenize allele frequency distributions (Hilbish, 1996) quickly. Concordance of clines at
multiple allozyme loci and in mtDNA haplotypes in the killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus
suggests that these clines initially formed as the result of a secondary contact between
two previously isolated subspecies of F. heteroclitus (Ropson et al., 1990; GonzalezVillaseñor and Powers, 1990). Even in species with a long planktonic phase, a history of
isolation and secondary contact can create highly complex patterns that are surprisingly
resistant to gene flow (Karl and Avise, 1992).
STEPPING STONE GENE FLOW.—When migration occurs solely between neighboring populations (so that distant populations are linked via intermediate ‘stepping stones’), genetic
differentiation between populations increases with increased geographic distance. This
pattern has also been termed isolation-by-distance, although Wright originally coined the
expression to describe a process (not a pattern) of change in small, continuous (not discrete) populations (Wright, 1943). Under stepping stone gene flow, pairwise gene flow
estimates are high for close populations, but lower for more distant populations. The
exact relationship between genetic distance and geographic distance depends on the configuration of the stepping stones, the mutation rate, the migration rate among adjacent
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populations, and the time populations have had to come into equilibrium between drift
and migration (Slatkin, 1993; Hutchison and Templeton, 1999).
Studies of fish and invertebrates from the Atlantic (Pogson et al., 2001), the Mediterranean (Borsa et al., 1997), deep sea (Vrijenhoek, 1997), and the tropical Pacific (Palumbi
et al., 1997) all show isolation by distance. Spatial autocorrelation analysis in red drum
(Sciaenops ocellatus) and black drum (Pogonias cromis) from the Gulf of Mexico suggests a strong isolation by distance effect in these commercially important fish, despite
very low overall genetic differentiation among localities (Gold et al., 1994).
Analysis of patterns of change in gene flow with distance from one set of populations
can also potentially help interpret dispersal range in another set of populations from that
same species. The crown-of-thorns starfish shows a marked pattern of isolation by distance across the entire Pacific (Benzie and Stoddart, 1992). Within the Great Barrier
Reef, FST values are about 2% for non-outbreaking populations (Benzie and Stoddart,
1992) but only about 0.7% for populations in the middle of population explosions that
sweep the reef from north to south (Benzie, 1992). The genetic isolation by distance and
higher overall FST of non-outbreaking populations suggests that these populations show
limited larval exchange in most years. Only during outbreaks is there significant population connectivity.
Simulations that estimate genetic structure under a variety of different dispersal schemes
along a coastal stepping stone show that the signal of stepping stone gene flow is fairly
robust, and occurs in populations with a wide variety of dispersal schemes and oceanographic settings (Palumbi, 2002). The simulations suggest that small overall genetic differentiation (e.g., FST on the order of 1% or so) can be distinguished from measurement
noise by examining the relationship between FST and distance. Accurate interpretation of
such slight genetic differentiation could be a powerful tool in understanding realized
genetic exchange among populations.
An important assumption of the simulation models is that species are distributed continuously and that the relationship between larval dispersal and distance is constant over
the entire range. In fact, populations often occupy discontinuous habitat, such as rocky
outcrops interspersed by sand, or island archipelagoes separated by open ocean. Comparisons between geographically disjunct populations frequently generate much of the
signal in isolation-by-distance comparisons (e.g., crown-of-thorns starfish, Benzie and
Stoddart, 1992). Ideally, short-range larval dispersal should be measured through genetic
isolation by distance of relatively nearby populations (see Hellberg, 1994; Johnson and
Black, 1998), and be compared with estimates based on genetic analyses across larger
distances.
CHAOTIC GENETIC PATCHINESS.—For several species with pelagic larvae (limpets: Johnson
and Black, 1982, 1984; echinoids: Watts et al., 1990; Edmands et al., 1996; Moberg and
Burton, 2000; barnacles: Hedgecock, 1986, 1994b), adult populations show low levels of
genetic subdivision, yet repeated sampling of recruits from the same locale over time
reveals that different cohorts are genetically differentiated. This pattern is termed chaotic
(or fluctuating) genetic patchiness. A role for the pelagic larvae must be invoked to explain this pattern (Hedgecock et al., 1982; Hedgecock, 1986; Johnson and Black, 1984;
Kordos and Burton, 1993). These studies suggest that as much genetic variation can be
observed among recruits at a single place as can be observed among adult populations on
spatial scales of 100s to 1000s of kms (Hedgecock, 1994c). Thus, the population genetics
of marine planktonic larvae or new recruits are spatially and temporally much more dy-
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namic than expected, given that their adult populations are large and apparently well
connected by larval dispersal.
There are three potential explanations for the dynamic population genetics of larvae or
recruits. First, larvae may be coming from different source populations at different times,
depending on the direction of currents (Kordos and Burton, 1993). Genetically differentiated sources are found where formerly isolated (and thus differentiated) populations
presently make contact (Hare and Avise, 1996), but most marine populations with pelagic
larvae are genetically similar over broad regions (Hedgecock, 1994b; Edmands et al.,
1996; Moberg and Burton, 2000). A single hidden source population would also not be
consistent with heterogeneity among settling cohorts or with consistently reduced genetic diversity within pulses of settlers relative to adult populations.
A second possibility is that selection on early life stages may winnow the genetic diversity of larvae and recruits. Selection on pelagic larvae was invoked to explain chaotic
patchiness in a well-studied limpet (Johnson and Black, 1984) and deficiencies of heterozygotes in young bivalves (Singh and Green, 1984). However, the conditions under
which polymorphism is maintained at loci experiencing large reversals or fluctuations in
fitness are limited (Zouros and Foltz, 1984). Differential survival of genotypes after settlement and before sampling could also explain differences between recruits and adults
(Koehn et al., 1980). Such selection would not, however, explain chaotic temporal variation in adult marine populations. Future comparisons of settlers and larvae should shed
light on the selection hypothesis as well; selection would be supported if larval samples
were consistently more genetically diverse than samples of settlers.
A final explanation begins with the observation that free-spawning marine invertebrates may produce millions of gametes. The chances that any of these are fertilized and
survive their pelagic dispersal are very small. This combination of high reproductive
output and high rates of failure during early life history stages mean that only a few adults
may be responsible for much of the recruitment during any particular season. Such ‘sweepstakes’ reproductive success may limit the diversity of recruits (Hedgecock et al., 1982;
Hedgecock, 1986, 1994c) and reduce the observed genetically effective population size
(Palumbi and Wilson, 1990). Although marine species have exquisite adaptations for
reproducing when and where recruitment is broadly predictable (Parrish et al., 1981;
Morgan, 1995), they may be unable to respond evolutionarily to fine-grained oceanographic variation affecting reproductive success.
BROAD-SCALE HOMOGENEITY.—Some marine species with planktotrophic (feeding) larvae show high genetic similarity over broad geographic scales that is apparently due to
ongoing gene flow. Winans’ (1980) study of geographical variation in the milkfish Chanos
chanos provides one of the earliest examples of this pattern. Analysis of numerous variable allozyme loci from juvenile milkfish collected from locations between the Philippine Archipelago to the Hawaiian Islands revealed only low levels of differentiation (FST
= 0.039). Most of this owes to the Hawaiian populations; setting these aside leaves no
significant variation in allelic frequencies over a range spanning more than 12,000 km.
More recent work that incorporates mitochondrial markers as well as allozymes lends
further support to the conclusion of ongoing long-distance gene flow in some species.
Lessios et al. (1998) studied populations of the echinoid Echinothrix diadema separated
by the Eastern Pacific Barrier (EPB), a span of ocean devoid of shallow water habitat for
over 5400 km. Allozyme frequencies varied across the EPB, but suggested moderate
ongoing gene flow. Numerous closely related mtDNA haplotypes were mixed among
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(and sometimes shared by) distant populations again suggesting gene flow. The high
overall variation seen also suggests that genetic connections were not solely due to a
recent founder event. This inference of high ongoing connectivity could only be made
using identity markers, a must for making a strong case for high levels of ongoing gene
flow over great distances.
CONFLICTS BETWEEN METHODS, SCALES, AND MARKERS
Inferences drawn from genetic patterns may appear to conflict with direct observations
of dispersing propagules. Different markers can also yield conflicting results. Even patterns from a single species may not agree with each other. While the cause of some of
these conflicts remain unknown, some result from simple semantics and implicit assumptions about equilibrium and effective population sizes.
Too often, both ecological and evolutionary genetic studies are vague in their definition of time scales. An ecological field study monitoring local recruitment over a 10-yr
time period would be ‘long term’. In contrast, population genetic parameters that return
‘rapidly’ to equilibrium values may require time periods on the order of Ne generations,
possibly thousands or even millions of years. As a result, populations that are demographically closed (as defined by largely independent recruitment events) may still show
no genetic differentiation due to ongoing sporadic (but demographically inconsequential) interpopulation migration (e.g., Brown et al., 2001).
Different patterns of genetic differentiation may emerge at different spatial scales due
to disequilibrium between high levels of connectivity in the past and lower levels, even
complete isolation, in the present. Genealogical markers can provide insights as to whether
history or ongoing forces prevail. Examination of the variance between genetic differentiation and geographic distance at different spatial scales (Slatkin, 1993; Hellberg, 1995;
Hutchinson and Templeton, 1999) can also reveal patterns that change from panmixia
(open populations) at very small scales, to an equilibrium pattern consistent with stepping stone gene flow at intermediate scales, to large-scale nonequilibrium condition dominated by history (corals: Hellberg, 1995; crabs: Lavery et al., 1995; reef fish: Planes et al.,
1996).
Conflicts can also arise when some markers are subject to natural selection and others
are not. Lewontin and Krakauer (1973) proposed that when the alleles at one locus conflict with a geographic pattern shared by many other loci, selection on the outlier locus
can be implied. Although other forces can produce significant deviations among loci (Nei
and Maruyama, 1975; Robertson, 1975), this approach can at least identify ‘candidates’
for loci under selection. The conflict between allozyme markers and mtDNA RFLPs in
oysters was mentioned above (see Abrupt Genetic Change at a Geographical Barrier).
Subsequent work using nuclear RFLPs (Karl and Avise, 1992) found a pattern that agreed
with the mtDNA break, implying that the geographically homogeneous allozymes were
under selection and that dispersal across the Cape Canaveral barrier was far more limited
than allozyme frequencies implied. The Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) shows a similar
pattern (Pogson et al., 1995).
However, the conclusion that allozymes are consistently under broad scale stabilizing
selection that will result in overestimates of gene flow cannot be taken as the universal
cause of conflicts between genetic markers. An additional survey of nuclear RFLPs in
oysters across Cape Canaveral found no evidence for a genetic break (McDonald et al.,
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1996), thus conflicting with the data of Karl and Avise (1992). Both of these studies
employed anonymous nuclear RFLPs which, although less likely than allozymes to be
under selection, are nonetheless frequency markers. Nuclear sequence studies of the loci
encoding allozymes may be necessary to sort out the complex and fascinating patterns
seen in oysters. Selection may also increase differentiation of allozyme markers among
populations, as appears to be the case for Mytilus (see Geographic Clines) and other
marine examples (Johannesson et al., 1995; Schneider-Broussard et al., 1998, Schmidt
and Rand, 1999; Lemaire et al., 2000).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Marine population biologists have looked to genetic markers for insights into questions of larval dispersal that have been difficult to approach by more direct means (although see Thorrold et al., this issue). Early studies using allozymes revealed some striking breaks in population connectivity, even between sites separated by only a few kms
(see Closed Populations), as well as instances of genetic similarity over staggeringly long
distances (see Broad-Scale Homogeneity). Interpretation of these results requires caution, however, because allozymes, as frequency markers, provide no genealogical information and some loci have themselves been targeted by selection (see Geographical Clines).
Results based upon more geographically explicit genetic models (see Isolation by Distance) and genealogical data (see Abrupt Genetic Change at a Geographical Barrier) suggest many patterns of geographical genetic differentiation reflect events in the distant
past (thousands to millions of years ago) more than ongoing patterns of dispersal. That
larvae collected over time at the same site show inter-class differentiation exceeding that
for all known adult populations raises the possibility that the effective population size of
marine species may be orders of magnitude lower than usually thought (see Chaotic Genetic Patchiness). Such a conclusion would have profound implications for every aspect
of marine population biology.
Much of the work ahead for marine population geneticists, then, will explore this more
dynamic, nonequilibrium view of the connections among populations. Repeated geographical sampling of larvae will be required to address questions raised by patterns of
chaotic genetic patchiness. Coalescent methods to estimate Ne (Fu, 1994) may offer insights into effective population size. Methods for analyzing intraspecific genealogical
data are growing rapidly, and should help resolve whether patterns are due to ongoing
gene flow, historical events, or some combination of the two. In those species where
ongoing gene flow dominates (most likely coastal species with pelagic larvae), sampling
regimes will have to be structured differently to obtain reasonable estimates of the magnitude of movements between populations (Palumbi, 2002).
Finally, laboratory techniques and analytical methods (Skibinski, 2000) have advanced
to a point where allozyme markers might fruitfully be revisited by studying the DNA
sequence variation underlying particular loci. Such variation could reveal whether particular markers were under selection, the type of selection and amino acid residues involved, and how far the effects of selection extend from a particular selected site. Such
data could also be used to evaluate proposed explanations for conflicts between different
types of genetic markers and perhaps provide insights into the long-term effective population size of marine populations.
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